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Questions in natural products synthesis research
that can (and cannot) be answered using
computational chemistry

Dean J. Tantillo

Questions of relevance to those working in the field of natural products synthesis that can be answered,

at least in part, using computational chemistry approaches are described. Illustrative examples are

provided, as are descriptions of limitations.

Key learning points
1. Typical questions of interest to synthetic chemists with which computational chemistry can help are highlighted.
2. Strengths and limitations of computational approaches are described.

1 Introduction

Those working in the field of applied theoretical organic
chemistry should be, in the author’s opinion, willing to make
experimentally testable predictions—and should be eager to
have these predictions tested. There are many testable predictions
of relevance to natural products synthesis and it is the purpose of
this tutorial review to shine light on them. Often, these predictions
result from a question posed by a synthetic chemist to a
theoretically oriented chemist and that is how this tutorial
review is structured: typical questions are posed and strategies
for answering them using computational chemistry are
described. Strengths and limitations of theoretical approaches
are stated explicitly, i.e., with which questions can theory help
and with which can it not? Several recent reviews provide
additional examples.1

2 Questions
Was the natural product target structure correctly assigned?

No one wants to invest years of effort into synthesizing a
natural product found in the literature only to discover that
the reported structure, having yielded to total synthesis, is not
actually the structure of the isolated natural product.2 One
approach to avoiding this sort of disaster is to compute the

1H and 13C chemical shifts (and coupling constants, if desired)
for the reported structure using computational quantum
chemistry and compare the computed values to those reported.3

This aspect of applied computational chemistry has advanced
to the point where the accuracy of (in many cases, routine)
predictions can be comparable to the accuracy of experiments (given
variations due to aggregation, equipment, etc.).3 Representative
examples of natural product structures reassigned in this way are
shown in Fig. 1.4,5 Clearly, very different synthetic approaches to the
originally proposed and revised structures would be needed.

It would seem wise to carry out such calculations (or convince a
friend with a theoretical bent to do so) before embarking on a
multi-step synthesis – the effort will surely be less than completing
a total synthesis. When would such an approach not be necessary?
(a) If an X-ray crystal structure of the natural product is reported.
(b) If the reported spectroscopic characterization of the natural
product is beyond reproach (caveat emptor).

When might accurate NMR calculations not be feasible or
require more effort than would be justified? (a) If the molecule
in question is exceedingly flexible – accurately capturing the
mix of conformations contributing to a spectrum under the
conditions used for its acquisition (solvent, temperature,
concentration) lead to accurate predictions and the converse
is often true. (b) If the molecule has ionisable groups – here,
one must again capture all contributing structures, including
different protonation states and complexes. For example, this
issue makes computing NMR chemical shifts for basic amines and
acidic carboxylic acids difficult (and also complicates comparisons
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between synthetic and natural compounds).6 These issues are not
insurmountable, but outlaying time and resources to overcome
them is often impractical.

How does one carry out such calculations? There are several
approaches, and these have been reviewed elsewhere.3 In short,
there is the manual approach, one version of which has been
summarized nicely by Hoye and co-workers,3c and there are auto-
mated approaches.7 The former obviously requires more specialized
expertise than the latter to implement but can be essential for
tackling problematic cases such as those described above.

Other questions that can be answered with the same approaches:
Which regioisomer/diastereomer/enantiomer did I synthesize?
What is the structure of my byproduct?

Which of these conformers is more stable?

Whenever one asks about stability, I ask, ‘‘what do you mean by
stability?’’, i.e., kinetic or thermodynamic? relative to what?1g

The question of which conformer is more stable is generally
asked from a thermodynamic perspective. Since two conformers
are comprised from the same numbers and types of atoms, their
relative energies can be compared directly. Then, what must be
done is to choose a reliable level of theory, decide whether or
not to (and how to) treat solvent and plunge ahead. Choosing an
appropriate level of theory always involves balancing speed and
expected accuracy. Sometimes one just cares which conformer is
lower in energy for a ‘‘typical’’ organic molecule, in which case
very rapid force field (classical molecular mechanics) calculations
may be sufficient (sometimes a plastic model – a physical
manifestation of a force field with steep potentials – is sufficient;
constructing a physical model should generally be a first step
even if computations are to be pursued).8 In other cases, unusual
substructures are present or intramolecular dispersion interactions
play important roles, requiring appropriate (and comparatively
expensive) quantum chemical methods.9

Other questions that can be answered with the same
approaches: Which product is the thermodynamic product?
Which intermediate is lower in energy?

Some questions of stability are more difficult to answer than
those discussed above. For example, it is often desirable to know
which of two molecules that are not isomers is ‘‘more stable,’’ but
simply comparing energies of the two structures in question is not a
viable approach – in quantum chemical computations, molecules
with more atoms have lower total energies. As a result, one must set
up an isodesmic equation (a ‘‘fake equilibrium’’) with the same
numbers and types of atoms on each side. For example, the energy
change (DH, DG, pick your poison) for the hypothetical equilibrium
shown in Fig. 2 could be used to compare (in effect, define) the
thermodynamic stability of the two dienes shown or, in other words,
to quantify the strain (a common form of stability of interest to
organic chemists) for the diene at the far left associated with
embedding it within an 11-membered ring.10 There is a whole
hierarchy of types of isodesmic equation that differ in their expected
accuracy and ease of interpretation.11

How acidic is this proton?

The simplest approach to computing acidity is to compute
deprotonation energies (relative energies of acid and conjugate
base; these values will be on the order of hundreds of kcal mol�1,
since an acid and conjugate base have different numbers of
atoms) for a series of molecules for which experimental acidities
(pKa’s in particular solvents, gas phase acidities) are known and
then hope for a strong correlation between computed and
experimental values.1g,12a If such a correlation is found, acidity
for a proton not included in the experimental data set can be
predicted by calculating the associated deprotonation energy and
plugging into the derived correlation equation.

Fig. 1 Representative misassigned natural products whose structures
were corrected using NMR chemical shift calculations and subsequently
further verified via total synthesis.4,5

Fig. 2 Sample isodesmic equation.
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Other questions that can be answered with the same
approaches: How basic is this lone pair, p-bond, etc.? What is
the pKa of my molecule? This question is complicated by the
fact that one is asking for a number to be compared with an
absolute scale derived from experimental data. Which proton
in my complex molecule is easiest to remove? For this question,
a correlation with experimental acidities is not necessary,
because one is comparing multiple protons in the same molecule,
i.e., relative energies of conjugate bases arising from deprotonation
at different sites can be compared directly. This approach was
recently applied to predict the relative energies of various
tautomers of the molecule show in Fig. 3, as well as its conjugate
base.12b That information was used to refine a mechanistic model
that allowed for the rationalization and prediction of preferred
products formed when this molecule was exposed to base.

Unfortunately, the approaches described above do not always
work well.1g,12a A major source of complications is the importance
of specific interactions between the acid in question and both the
base that removes the proton and solvent in a specific experiment.
Nonetheless, problems associated with treating these issues are
often the same for related molecules (or different protons within
the same molecule), allowing the issue to be avoided as a result of
fortuitous cancellation of errors. One must be careful, however,
and judge, for each specific case, whether errors are indeed likely
to cancel; they may not, for example, if the accessibility of protons
being compared differs greatly.

What is the origin of the observed kinetic selectivity?

In most cases, answering this question boils down to computing
the relative energies of competing transition states, the predicted
product ratio corresponding to K in the following well-known
equation:

DDG = �RT ln K (1)

Structures of the competing transition states are optimized
and their free energies (DG) compared (DDG). In many cases,
however, the process is more complicated.

First, one really should be using Boltzmann weighted
averages of all relevant conformations/configurations of transition
states. In some cases, complete conformation/configuration
searches on transition states are not carried out – this is very
dangerous. Even if one’s chemical intuition is of high enough
quality to pinpoint the lowest energy conformation of each
transition state, there is no guarantee that using just those
conformations will lead to a meaningful selectivity prediction.
For example, imagine a scenario where product A can be
formed only via a single transition state structure while product
B can be formed by five transition state structures close in

energy to each other – this would provide an enhancement to
product B formation (this can be considered an entropy effect)
that would be missed if only the lowest energy B-forming
transition state is considered. Not only do conformations need
to be considered in such an analysis, but also configurations for
systems where multiple configurations are energetically accessible.
For example, Wheeler and co-workers demonstrated that many
different Si-ligand coordination modes are viable, and contribute
to different extents, for the reaction shown in Fig. 4 (relative
positions of bipyridine N-oxide, two chlorides, aldehyde electro-
phile and allenylsilane nucleophile), precluding the development of
a universal model for selectivity.13 This issue looms larger today
than in the past when small models of systems of interest were
used – using actual large systems generally means having to deal
with more degrees of freedom.

Second, the Curtin–Hammett principle does not necessarily
apply to all reactions of interest.14 This is the principle used to
justify comparing only transition state energies, but it is predicated
on the assumption that the conformations/configurations of
reactants that are productive for product formation interconvert
at a much higher rate than they are converted to products. In
some cases, predicted barriers and expected accuracy of calculations
lead to difficulties in deciding whether or not the Curtin–Hammett
principle should apply. The Pd(0)-promoted difunctionalization of
dienes studied by Sigman, Wu, Wiest and co-workers provides an
interesting example of this scenario.14b

Third, selectivity for some reactions may result from non-
statistical dynamic effects, i.e., may result from vibrational
properties of molecules not captured by potential energy surfaces
(PES) and classic transition state theory. Two representative
examples are discussed here, but reviews on this topic exist.15

The hydroboration reaction shown in Fig. 5, a classic ‘‘textbook
reaction’’ was studied by Singleton and co-workers.16 These
researchers convincingly argued that experimentally observed
selectivities cannot be reproduced using traditional transition
state theory arguments, but can be when non-statistical dynamic
effects are modelled in a reasonable manner.

The reaction shown in Fig. 6 involves what is termed a post-
transition state bifurcation (PTSB) – a scenario in which a
reaction pathway bifurcates after a transition state (termed an
ambimodal17 transition state) leading to two products without

Fig. 3 A synthetic intermediate whose tautomers were examined using
quantum chemistry.12b

Fig. 4 Propargylation reaction studied by Wheeler and co-workers.13
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the intermediacy of a discreet PES minimum.18 Calculations
showed that this dirhodium tetracarboxylate-promoted CH-insertion
reaction (rhodium catalyst not shown) leads, via a PTSB, to a
b-lactone and a ketene–ketone pair.19 The former was the
desired product, while the latter was actually observed as the
major product,20 demonstrating that seemingly esoteric mechanistic
peculiarities can play key roles in controlling (by)product
distributions. This mechanistic model was derived using
both quantum chemical computations on the PES and direct
dynamics calculations21 on reaction trajectories that take into
account molecular vibrations occurring during reaction.

Other questions that can be answered with the same
approaches: Can the selectivity of my reaction be predicted
before I invest in synthesis? Can the selectivity of my reaction
be improved through computation-aided design?†

How did this unexpected product form?

This question can be rephrased as, ‘‘what is an energetically
viable mechanism for formation of this product?’’ Traditionally,
this question would be answered by computing minima
(reactant(s), product(s), intermediate(s) if any) and transition
state structures (first order saddle points), i.e., PES (‘‘stationary
points’’), along a path from reactant(s) to product(s). In some
cases, more than one such path can be found. Ideally, these
stationary points will also be connected by intrinsic reaction
coordinates (IRC).22 As described above, this picture can be
complicated by conformational issues and non-statistical
dynamic effects. In addition, accurately modelling proton transfer
reactions, which are arguably the simplest reactions encountered
in organic chemistry, is notoriously difficult due to the involve-
ment of specific solvent molecules.23 An example highlighting the
potential pitfalls in modelling mechanisms was provided by Plata
and Singleton, who compared a variety of theoretical approaches
for modelling the Morita–Baylis–Hillman reaction (Fig. 7).23

For some reactions, most reasonable theoretical approaches
agree on energetic viability, but when they do not, as in this
case, extensive mechanistic experiments are key to ruling out
mechanistic pathways. It is also important to remember that
finding an energetically viable pathway does not prove that that
pathway is the one that leads to most of the observed product,
i.e., one cannot prove a mechanism.1g,24

Other questions that can be answered with the same
approaches: What is the mechanism by which my major product
formed? Does my reaction involve an intermediate that might
lead to scrambling/loss of stereochemical information?

How do I make this reaction faster?

This question comes down to controlling rates of particular
reaction steps, i.e., modulating their activation barriers. As
described above, one can compute a reaction barrier by optimizing
the electronic structures of reactants and transition state structures
and comparing their energies, subject, of course, to the issues
of conformational searching, solvation, etc. described above.
Assuming that non-statistical dynamic effects do not play a
major role, these barriers will reflect rate constants for formation
of products (i.e., via the Eyring equation). With barriers in hand,
one can attempt to alter them by changing, for example, solvent,
substituents and catalysts. This process can boil down to
computation-aided screening, or it can be done rationally (or a
combination of both approaches can be used). For the latter
approach, one is dependent on chemical intuition, but this is
best applied when one has detailed structural information and a
model for the origin of a barrier height – the sort of information
that can be derived from the results of computational experi-
ments. For example, one can compare favourable intramolecular
interactions (e.g., hydrogen bonds, both strong and weak,25

dispersion interactions,9 cation–p interactions)26 or steric
clashes and strain (e.g., via the distortion-interaction/activation

Fig. 5 Hydroboration reaction studied by Singleton and co-workers.16

Fig. 6 Rh-Promoted CH-insertion reaction studied by Hare and Tantillo
(Rh catalyst not shown).19

Fig. 7 Energetics from multiple levels of theory for the Morita–Baylis–
Hillman reaction studied by Plata and Singleton.23 Reproduced from ref. 23
with permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2015.

† In principle, quantum mechanical tunnelling could also influence selectivity
and rates for key synthetic reactions en route to natural products (see P. R.
Schreiner, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2017, 139, 15276).
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strain model),1g,27 in reactants and transition state structures
and then set about modulating these by making changes to the
structure of reactants, solvents or catalysts.1 The results of these
changes can be predicted ahead of laboratory experiments,
allowing laboratory testing of the most promising changes to
be prioritized.

This process is nicely illustrated by Overman’s approach to
the total synthesis of (�)-chromodorolide B, in which a key
radical cascade (Fig. 8) was optimized via a combination of
theory and experiment:28 ‘‘Examination of the transition structures
of the two diastereomeric transition states of the radical pathway. . .

was instructive. . . .analysis suggested a potential destabilizing steric
interaction between the chloride of the hydrindane fragment and a
substituent larger than hydrogen at the a-carbon of the butenolide
fragment. . . The computationally predicted lowest energy transition
structures for the 3-chloride analogue are shown. . . As envisioned,
the TS-B-trans is affected significantly, with the forming C–C bond
distance decreased from 2.38 to 2.18 Å. As a consequence, the
kinetic barrier for forming the trans product is increased from
7.9 to 11.3 kcal mol�1. . . The transition state that would lead to
the. . . product having the C-8 configuration of (�)-chromodorolide
B. . . is now predicted to be more stable by 1.9 kcal mol�1. . . We
opted to explore this computational prediction by utilizing a
3-chlorobutenolide. . . The pentacyclic C-8 epimer. . . was not
detectable by NMR analysis [and] the computationally guided
structural modification of the butenolide coupling partner
resulted in doubling the yield of the pivotal pentacyclic inter-
mediate. . . and decreasing the amount of butenolide acceptor
required in this step by 4-fold.’’

Other questions that can be answered with the same
approaches: How do I make this reaction slower? How do I
control selectivity, i.e., relative rates of competing processes?
How can I increase my yield? How can I shorten my reaction
time? Can I improve nucleophilicity or electrophilicity?

3 Prospects

Improvements in software and hardware not only will make
answering questions of the types described above faster but will

also lead to more accurate answers. Areas in which improve-
ments can have immediate major impact include: (a) Faster
and more reliable conformational searching, especially for
transition state structures. Programs like Wheeler’s AARON
are making strides in this direction.29 (b) Broader appreciation
and implementation of dynamics trajectory calculations. The
percentage of organic reactions for which non-statistical
dynamic effects have been recognized to play significant roles
has risen dramatically in recent years.15,18 (c) Rapid, automated
prediction of NMR spectra and mass spectra. Grimme’s soft-
ware is a huge step towards achieving this goal.7,30 (d) Improved
treatment of explicit solvent, including its role in modulating
non-statistical dynamic effects.18b Improvements in all of these
areas will allow creative chemists, of both the theoretical and
synthetic varieties, to increase the rate at which ideas are
turned into useful experimental results, thereby facilitating
the design of new reactions and reaction conditions that make
natural products synthesis safer, greener and more efficient.
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